so you want to be an herbalist

what is an herbalist? – Anyone who is involved in the cultivation, distribution, or
application of plants for healing.

varieties of practice – A sampling of possibilities: farmer, medicine-maker,
apothecary, medic, clinician, teacher, curator of botanical
gardens/libraries/collections, designer of herbal equipment/software/adverts,
conservationist, forester, chemist, promoter, proprietor, writer, legal advisor/advocate,
activist, . . .

the street fair – It is the blending and interaction of various traditions,
philosophies, practices and plants that makes modern American herbalism resolutely
resilient and vibrantly vital. Other herbalists in your area are not your “competition”,
they are your peers, your support, and your community!

how can i learn to be an herbalist? – However you do it, getting an education is
a necessity.

herb schools – Finding the right school is very important, as there is great variation
between programs and teachers.

personality – Herbalists are personalities, each and every one; each school
has its own composite personality, as well. Much depends on a good match
between the personalities of school, teacher, and student. Use drop-in classes,
open house nights, or public engagements to get to know the school[s] you’re
considering: meet the teachers, see the space, talk to current students if
possible, and get a feel for the personalities at play. Ask for testimonials. Trust
your gut.

programming – A school may primarily focus on home herbalism, clinical
practice, shamanic herbalism, wildcrafting, cultivation . . . all are valid, but
different. No one school can adequately cover all the subfields of herbalism in
sufficient depth, so the teachers should be up front about which areas they
focus on and which are covered superficially.

schedule & commitments – You should be clearly informed about what
kinds of commitments you’re entering into when you enroll in a program.
Questions of time include the course schedule, as well as any homework &
assignments you’ll be expected to complete. Questions of money include the
total course fee, any materials expenses you’ll incur, whether there is an
advance deposit or a payment plan, and how money is handled in the case of
early withdrawal from the program. If you have any questions about these
topics that aren’t answered by the school’s website or course materials, ask!

online vs in-person programs – Each type of program has advantages
and disadvantages. Online classes usually allow for more flexibility in
scheduling and timing, but often have less direct accountability and may
involve less contact time with the instructor.
For online classes in particular, you’ll want to know exactly what you’re
getting before you sign up. A few questions to consider:
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What is the format of instruction? Is information provided only in text,
or is there an audio/video component?
If the course includes audio or video content, how many hours of
content are provided? Are class sessions live or recorded?
When course hours are noted, does this account for direct teaching
time only? Or, does it include “self-study hours” – and if so, how are
they calculated and accounted for?
Is there specific time set aside for Q&A sessions or other direct contact
time with the teachers?
Who exactly will teach the classes? Are there guest instructors? Are the
instructors, or teaching assistants and advanced students leading the
Q&A sessions and homework assignments?

If you these questions aren’t answered by the program’s website or
promotional materials, ask!

accreditation & degrees – Very few herbalism schools in America are in a
position to be accredited or to grant degrees. It may be useful to have a
university degree in a related subject – botany, agriculture, nursing & other
medical disciplines, etc – but it is not necessary.

standards of curriculum – Every program needs to include direct
experience of the skills it intends to teach. A clinical herbalist’s training
program should include all the basic foundational instruction, discussion and
demonstration of clinical skills (as distinct from materia medica and
pathophysiology), observation of client sessions, roundtable discussion of your
own client sessions, and guidance for building your practice. Similarly, a
program focused on cultivation or wildcrafting must include substantial time
in the garden and the field, a medicine-maker’s training should involve lots of
kitchen/lab time, etc.

mentors – When it comes to finding a personal mentor, you’ll face all the same
issues as with a school, but more pronounced – especially when it comes to questions
of personality and time commitment. Beware of gurudom: herbalists are better
pictured kneeling in the dirt than standing on a pedestal. If you find a good match,
this kind of relationship can convey great benefits on both parties.

orienting self-study – The goal in self-study is to make sure you’re drawing from
all points of the compass: the books and records left us by past generations of
herbalists; the new information coming in to our field from scientific research,
ethnography, and other forms of modern discovery; direct personal experience and
experimentation, and that of our peers in this generation; and the realms of critical
intuition and personal lore. Even if you’re enrolled in an herb school program, selfstudy is a fundamental part of your education.

learn from everyone – If you put three herbalists together and ask a question,
you’re liable to get five different answers; it’s important to have many teachers. Read
widely, attend conferences, listen to audio recordings, watch videos – seek new
information everywhere. Recognize that those you serve – students, clients, customers
– are your best teachers.

teaching – If you can teach it, you understand it. This is the best way to solidify your
own knowledge, and to build on it. Teach anyone who knows less than you – start
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right away! Teach what you know. Find opportunities to teach by reaching out to
groups already in place (gardeners’ associations, parent groups, mushroom hunters,
etc). Lead herb walks on local farms or in public parks and sanctuaries. Just go
ahead and teach your friends! Teach in your home if you can’t afford to rent a space.
Hold “office hours” at a local café. Try lots of different things and see what sticks.

cultivating skills & aptitudes – Or, how to become a master herbalist in 30 years
or more. You need both enthusiasm and rigor.

materia medica study – There’s something to be said for knowing 9 herbs
intimately rather than 90 herbs superficially; but there’s also benefit in coming
to appreciate the variety and diversity of the world’s herbs, their actions and
preparations. Read an herb a day. Maintain an “herb of the month” practice.
Start with what’s local and common. Follow your interests.

sensory integration – Herbalism is an irreducibly sensual art; you must
cultivate your senses to become skillful, no matter which variety of practice
you pursue. Taste an herb a day. Wind herbs into the fabric of your day: your
food, your self-care, your rituals, your environment, your dreams. Find and
frequent a sit spot. Seek encounters with non-human intelligence; learn to
speak plant language.

how can i make it official?
certification – There’s no such thing as a “certified herbalist” in the US, but you
should expect to receive a certificate that documents your hours of study.
Any certificate is worth three things: the paper it’s printed on, the reputation of the
school or teacher who signs it, and the representation it embodies of the work put in
by the student – no more or less. Receiving a certificate documenting one’s hours of
experience is appropriate and useful, and to be expected upon completion of a course
of study. On the other hand, a certificate proclaiming one a “Master Herbalist” after
completing a 9-month mail-order program is not promoting reasonable expectations of
competency.

licensure – There is no governmental oversight or licensure of herbalists in the US
today. We like it that way, not just because we prefer to avoid bureaucracy whenever
possible, but because we believe herbalism is a right and not a privilege, and that
restricting access to herbs is a violation of a fundamental human right to explore and
cooperate with nature. Herbs are demonstrably safe, as evidenced by the rarity of
occurrences where herbs cause serious illness or injury in anyone, so there is no call
for further regulation in the name of public safety.

scope of practice – First do no harm. Informed disclosure isn’t just due diligence; it
initiates a conversation and sets expectations about where the agency in healing
resides. Transparency is fundamental. Be comfortable with saying “I don’t know, but
I’ll find out for you.”

insurance – It can be difficult to find insurance that specifically covers the work
you’ll do as an herbalist. Your options include general liability – basic insurance
against accidental injury to people on your property (e.g. someone slips on your stairs)
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– and there are places where you can purchase professional liability insurance.
Because herbalists are tolerated rather than encouraged under the current legal
structures, though, your best protection against any charges of practicing medicine
without a license, “malpractice” (liability for injury to the client), etc, is to maintain
good practices around informed disclosure, and to be as honest and transparent with
your client as possible.

Health Freedom acts – A Health Freedom act is designed to clarify the legal space
in which unlicensed health care practitioners, including herbalists, operate. Such acts
usually include requirements for practitioners to have clients read & sign a document
stating they are not doctors, are not dispensing drugs, are not licensed, etc, and
describing their training, experience, and scope of practice in plain language. See
nationalhealthfreedom.org for more information about a local effort in your area.

herbs in commerce: DSHEA – Herbs and herbal products sold in open commerce
are currently regulated under the Dietary Supplement Health and Education Act of
1994. The “structure and function” labeling rules it enacts establish limits on the
language herbal product makers can use. One effect is that customers receive no
information about traditional use cases or scientific research conducted outside the
United States. Herbs can not be regarded as both “dangerous supplements” and
“ineffective snake oil” at the same time, and in fact they are neither.

herbs in commerce: GMPs – If you plan to sell herbal products, you will need to
follow the Good Manufacturing Practices guidelines established by the FDA. Though
this may seem intimidating at first, it’s just a matter of getting all your ducks in a row
and keeping some paperwork. Make sure the school you’re attending addresses this
process in detail if you intend to make product sales a part of your work.

how can i make a living? – It may not seem like it at first, but there are plenty of job
prospects for herbalists today. It will take some creativity to access them, though. also, it’s
worth recognizing that herbalism is a vocation; historically, it has not necessarily been a
career.

don't quit your day job – You’re still a “real” herbalist, even if you work a 9-5 job
that has nothing to do with herbalism. “All in” means different things for different
people. But first and foremost, you need to avoid going into debt.

don't take out a loan – That way lies debt.
how to transition – Yes, you'll work real hard. Make sure you don’t neglect selfcare, or you’ll burn yourself out. Talk to your employer about transitioning to a fourday workweek, or other kinds of flexible scheduling, to accommodate your time with
clients, plants, products, etc. Make a plan for what your tipping points will be, and
stay flexible.

how to get compensated – It doesn’t have to be money, but you need
compensation for your work. Break the habit of giving away your work for free, and
the self-doubt hiding at its root, as early as you can. Look at the fees charged by
similar practitioners in your area to assess what you should be charging. Find ways to
work with underserved populations and still remain solvent; sliding scales can work.
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how to advertise – Be sure you’re reaching the people you want to reach. Start
where you are: look for local outlets rather than big advertising companies (e.g.
Google). Look for events calendars where you can submit free listings. Get a website.
Simple and straightforward is usually better.

how to grow – No one has a secret that will boom your business. Slow, organic
growth is better; it’s more sustainable. There’s no rush. Remember that you don’t
need to earn a living as an herbalist to be a real herbalist!

get help – Running a holistic business is a whole set of skills unto itself,
independent of your herbal training. You may be a fantastic herbalist or excellent
maker of remedies, but if you don’t have the tools you need, the business side of
things can stymie your efforts. Get help! Consider getting an advisor specifically for
these issues – ideally, someone who works in herbalism or holstic health practices
and has a successful business of their own. Our own Holistic Business Mentorship
program is designed with just these goals in mind.

be true to your nature – Don’t try to be an herbalist like someone else, even
someone you admire: you have to do the work that is in your heart, the work that is
your own calling. If you’re true to that, you won’t trip over your ego.

keep learning – Get used to it, and learn to love it, because you’ll never stop!
We have lots of free learning resources for you at commonwealthherbs.com/resources
and you’ll find information about our in-person and online programs at our website as
well!

Katja Swift
Ryn Midura
January 2018
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